
Within 35 m of the wa1l and gate to the west
at SD 5387 6146, there is just to the north
of the track another of the larger type
pitsteads (83) Q m). The wall on this side
of the wood is of pre-Enclosure Award date,
built from very large stones, water rounded
in many cases, with no sign of throughs in
the original unrepaired sections, and it
could be a useful guide to assisting dating
and classification. The o1d sheepfold marked
on the c.1800 map is now just a relict
feature, with the gatel/'ray on the south-east.
Quite large foundation stones are used
especially on the downhill corners. It
measures some 20 m by 5 m.
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Archaeology in Kendal, 1987/8
By Rachel Newman

The development of towns in Cumbria is
generally accepted as having occurred after
the Norman Conquest of the area in 1092,
although many were founded on the sites of
earlier Roman settlements, as at Carlisle, orclose by. This development was much later
than in the rdst of England, where urban
communitj-es began to flourish in the later
Anglo-Saxon period. Kendal was one of the
few places in Cumbria to have been assessed
by the Domesday survey (ao 1 086); the
northern part of the regj_on was still a part
of Scotland at that date. Domesday eookrefers to it as Cherchebi; its name, meaning
'the settLement by the church in Kentdale']
suggests a community of some importance atthe time of the Norman Conguest and there arehints that the area that Kendal has dominated
was a territorial entity in pre-Norman timesand that the town superseded an earlierestate centre in the vicinity.
In 1 1 89 King Richard I granted the lord ofthe barony of Kendal a weekly market onSaturdays in rKyrkebi in Kendale' and acharter of the lord of Kendal, Williarn ofLancaster IfI, granting and confirming urbanprivileges dates to between 1222 arrd 1246.Whilst this granting of a borough charter
witnesses the formal recognition of the urbanstatus of Kendal, the actual mechanisms bywhich this and other nucleated settlements
developed to a point where they werefulfilling the functions we associate with atown are imperfectly understood. The fact,
however, that the borough charter was granted
by the lord of the barony implies that theinitiative came from his desire to develop a
market as a source of revenue for himselfl a
common occurrence in this period.



The town's major economic base from the late
medieval period to the 1 9th century was the
spinning, dyeing and weaving of woollen cloth
.rra tn" fortunes of the borough seem to have
risen and fallen with the expansion and
depression of the textile industry. Kendal
seL*s to have become a prominent centre by
the late 1 4th centurY, when a major
rebuilding of the parish church took place'
and the importance of the trade in the 1 5th
century il perhaps reflected in the royal
charter of 1575 by which the town became an
incorporated borough. The depression of the
woolten cloth trade in the 1 620's appears to
have reduced the town's prosperity but it
recovered during the 1 7th and 1 8th centuries.
Substantial rebuilding seems to have
accompanied the late 1 7th century recovery.

Julian Munby(1 ) argues that the layout of the
town 'points to the existence of three
principal plan elements a) the nucleus by the
church- b) the market place and c) regular
blocks of burgage plots on each side of
Highgate and Stricklandgate- The land around
th; church may well have been the original,
pre-Norman, nucleus and it is probable that
the charter of 1 1 89 led to the laying out of
the market place arrd subsequently of the
burgage plots surrounding it.

Stricklandgate Car Park

In 1987 a small excavation was undertaken by
the Cumbria and Lancashire Archaeological
Unit, some 1 3 metres from the sLreet frontage
of the Stricklandgate car park in advance of
development and supported by English
Heritage, Shearwater Property Holdings Ltd' 'the xendal branch of the Cumberland and
Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological
Society and the Kendal Civic Society' It
aimed Lo test the hypothesis that this part

of the town was a new foundation in the 1 2th-
1 3th century.

The earliest activity \^/as represented by a
plough or garden soil immediately above the
undisturbed subsoil, but it contained no
evidence .of activity predating the Norman
Conquest. Elements of two properties (bur-
gages) were excavated; the boundary between
these compri-sed a series of stone walIs,
built one on top of the other, with a neatly
constructed stone-Iined soakaway let into the
earliest wall, which seemed to be 1 4th
century in date. The soakaway had silted up
during the medieval period and eventually a
wall connected with the northern property had
been built over the top of it.

The southern property contained a stratified
series of two to three timber buildings,
probably starting in the 1 4th century, the
Iatest associated with a cobbled yard to the
south. It seems that there was a change in
building materials from timber to stone in
about the 1 7th century. The plan of the
prciperty also became iormalised, with a
structure in its southern part and a yard to
the north, in contrast to the earlier layout.
The latest phase was associated with a
cobbled surface of 1 Bth century date.

Less of the northern property was available
for excavation, but the area seemed to form
the interior of a structure. A series of
floors was excavated; most could be directly
related to the property boundary walls to the
south. The latest was a well-Iaid cobbled
f1oor, probably constructed in the 1 8th
century. Finally, rubble was dumped in the
area and the latest, 1 9th century, walls had
been cut into this.

The area available for excavation was
limitedr so that it was only possible to
excavate a slice through the centre of the
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properties and not to investigate the street
frontage. No overall building plans could
therefore be recovered, but the excavation
did produce the first evidence in Kendal of a
continuous sequence of structures dating from
the medieval per:iod to the 20th century. The
original buildl-ngs were of timber, with an
intermediate period where a half-timbered or
clay walled structure was constructed, before
limestone became the general building
materi al in the 17Eh/ 1 Bth century. The
prcperi:y boundary, however, seems always to
have been of stone. The fact that the
property boundary as laid out in the
1 3th/1 4th century remained intact until the
Iast buildings were demolished is signifi-
cant; it perhaps suggests that the long
narrow properties fronting Highgate and
Stricklandgate fossilize the layout of the
medieval town. It also seems that the
development of the yards may have been
earlier than previously thought, since the
excavation pointed to a
reorganisation.

17t};r/ 1 Bth century

A sequence of pottery was recovered,
including some relatively complete vessels,
which should add consi'deriUry t; the typology
for the area, when matched with the various
phases of the site.

65 Stricklandgate

A further small excavation was undertaken in
February/March 1 988, again by the Cumbria and
Lancashire Archaeological Unit, within 65
Stricklandgate, i-mmediately prior to its
demolition for redevelopment. This provided
an opportunity, although severely limited, to
look at the structures that have formed the
street frontage. It was financed by the
developers, CordweIl Property Ltd., and also
by English Heritage.
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The whole of the front room of the propertywas excavated. Although the eastern (backlpart of the room had been cellared,originally in the 1 6th or 1 7th century, theremaining area contained a medieval strue_ture, apparently of the same width orslightly wider than the existing building.The structure was probably of timber, since agu11y adjacent to the posL-medieval cellaringand some post-holes to the south and wesiwere associated with a floor which hadsubsequently been refurbished at 1east twice.
f t \^/as not clear to what extent thestructural elements may represent internarfeatures, since the standing walls of themodern building may have masked earlier walllines. An apparently random scatter ofstakeholes cut the lower floor levels; twocontained textile remains and furtherfragments vrere found between the upper tworesurfacings of the central part - 6f the
f loor. A large though sirallow sub_rectangular pit with stikeholes around itseastern edge, which possibly indicate that ithad a wattled surround, \^/as found to thesouth of the stakeholes; this conLainedmetal-working debris. Four hearths wereidentified, three in the vicinity of the pit,the southernmost cut by the modein south wallof the building. The fourth, which wassimilar to a bowl-hearth, Iay beyond the areaof flooring and may be of a- later date thanthe others.

The western (front) part of the excavatedarea did not contain floor surfaces, althoughan east-west alignment of post-hoies seal6dby the uppermost floor in ttre south of thesite seemed to extend into this area, perhapsindicating some removal of surfaces here.The uppermost layer surviving in the west,which was associated with the putative bowl_hearth appeared to have been trlmpled and mayhave been roughly
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indicating that it formed an open yard area.

A11 the above features r,{ere associated with
pottery dating from the 12th-1 4th centuries,
although some from the upper levels in the
western part of the site seemed to have been
abra.ded. The area would appear to have been
used as a workshop in the medieval period,
probably with an open front opening directly
on to Stricklandgate or on to a yard with
furt.her buildings to the west fronting the
street.

Apart from the ephemeral remains of a few
slots and post-ho1es in the western area, all
the later medieval and post-medieval deposits
from the site had been removed by modern
activity, renovations having taken place
c1875 and 1937, when a suspended wooden floor
was inserted. The cellaring in the east
appeared to relate to activity beyond the
excavation and the revetment wa11 separating
it from the medieval layers to the west may
have once marked the extent of the front
shop. This cellar had been infilled,
probably during the 1 8th century and
subsequently another cellar with steps
Ieading into it had been cut into the
northern part of the infi11. The later
cellar seemed to have been associated with a
blocked doorway in the northern wall of the
property and may have provided access to a
communal weII, now hidden beneath the 20th
century structures to the rear. It was
contemporary with a wall beneath the modern
eastern wa1l of the front room, which seems
to have superseded the revetment waII of the
earlier cellar as the back wall of the front
shop. A deep service trench in the south of
the site marked the position of the covered
passage leading to White Ha1I Yard, which was
removed in 1937.

J. Munby, 'Medieval Kendal, the first
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borough charter and its
85, 1 985 , 95-11 4.

connectj-ons' I CW2,
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